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1 INT. SCONE CHURCH

PASTOR
It's time to cook up a farewell tune.

ELIJAH
We sing a song, a song we sing. We 
sing a song all day long. Sing this 
song for him or her or they, sing the 
song so we can praise. Amen.

PASTOR
Another fantastic homemade hymn, thank 
you Elijah. As we know, Sharon the old 
receptionist stole 50 grand from us. 
So to raise that money, Next Sunday 
evening we will be hosting our Bake 
Sale handled by the Scondies, our Old 
Person Society

FX: scattered weak applause

PASTOR
This year, the theme is 'Boozy Bakes' 
which means that all the desserts will 
be spiked with alcohol. Actually, I 
would like to invite Denise up to the 
podium to explain more about the bake 
sale. Oh...Denise isn't the president 
of Scondies? who is?

Fx: soft awkward mutterings ran through the church

PASTOR
Ah, choir member Agnes has been 
recently elected the president of 
Scondies.

AGNES
The election was held four months ago 
Pastor Jamie.

PASTOR
I love the election process. Now, is 
there anything to know about the 
upcoming SCONE Bake Sale?

AGNES
All money raised will be going to our 
favorite charity: the Sisters of the 
Appalachian Mountains. The charity is
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a group of sisters who do work in the 
Appalachian Mountains.

PASTOR
Actually we're keeping the money. 
Anything else?

AGNES
Bring your money. And maybe don't 
bring your kids.

PASTOR
Good note to end on, see you next week 
everyone.

FX: Intro song

2 INT. SCONE RECTORY

LIV
Liv, Secretary of SCONE, also known as 
Society of the Children of the Natural 
Earth, no we do not sell scones nor 
are we a bakery...ah yes, you're the 
water company right?

fx; murmuring on the line

LIV
Oh, we owe you four hundred bucks...I 
see. Well let me look at our checking 
account and I'll try and wire you over 
some money...ah, there's no money in 
the checking account. In fact, we 
barely have enough money in here to 
cover ramen.

fx; murmuring on the line

LIV
Well you see the old secretary Sharon 
stole apparently all the money and 
then ran off Thelma and Louise style. 
Although after working here for a week 
and a half, I definitely relate to the 
'ran off' part.

fx; murmuring

LIV
Well I'll pass this off to the Pastor.
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Mmmhmm, we're a church not a bakery. 
Thanks again, we'll be sure to pay 
that bill.

FX: ding dong

JONATHAN
Someone is at the rectory door Liv.

LIV
Thanks for taking the energy to tell 
me that and not walk to the door to 
open it.

JONATHAN
You're the secretary, I do special 
projects.

LIV
You're quite the special project 
already.

FX: door opens with rectory door chime

LIV
Oh Mystic Mama!

MYSTIC MAMA
Oh Liv! You work here now.

LIV
I do, what are you doing here?

MYSTIC MAMA
I'm in de area and figured I'd drop 
off my sweet off the vineyard wine.

LIV
Wine?

MYSTIC MAMA
Yes, did you not know? I been doing de 
wine for SCONE! It's my part time 
hobby, out on me ranch. I make some 
wine which would make Grandma Biscotti 
praise-a Jesus.

LIV
You live in a ranch? I thought you 
lived in a small house with your 
office where you do readings?
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MYSTIC MAMA
Mama makes sure to spread her 
investments and a-passions. Is there 
anyone who can help bring de wine 
inside? It's one hot day, I feel like 
I'm back in Silicy.

JONATHAN
You two know each other?

LIV
(strained due to lifting wine)

Jonathan can you help me load in this 
wine?

JONATHAN
For sure.

FX; phone is rung

CAROL ANN
(over the phone)

Hello?

JONATHAN
Carol Ann we need you to stop cleaning 
the toilets and we need you at the 
front desk to carry this church wine 
in.

CAROL ANN
(over the phone)

Alright, I'll be there in a--

Fx: phone is turned off

JONATHAN
Help is on the way.

PASTOR
Oh my goodness, is the church wine in? 
Good, we weren't going to have enough 
for Sunday.

MYSTIC MAMA
I made de batch special for ya, it has 
a bit of Italian spices to make it a-
nice Italian wine. Pair it with a nice 
parm.
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PASTOR
Where's Carol Ann? We need help 
lifting this wine in here...

MYSTIC MAMA
Anything else for now Pastor Jamie? I 
got de exorcisim equipment in the 
trunk in case dere's a spooky ghost or 
evil spirit haunting mi amor's church.

JONATHAN
Bitch pick which fake accent you like 
and stay in that lane, oker?

Fx; footsteps

PASTOR
Carol Ann there you are! I need you to 
carry these jugs of wine over to the 
church.

CAROL ANN
Oh I don't know if I can do that.

PASTOR
What? Why?

CAROL ANN
Well I was supposed to go and grab 
everyone lunch. Since it's Friday, we 
order out don't we?

PASTOR
Oh shoot...you're right. Well I'm sure 
you'll have time for both. Jonathan, 
can you help Carol Ann

Fx: flips through magazine.

JONATHAN
Yeah, Carol Ann I'll take a grilled 
chicken salad, I'm watching my weight.

PASTOR
I mean can you WORK around here 
please? I feel like Carol Ann does all 
the work around here.

CAROL ANN
Well, I do a lot around here that's 
for sure.
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PASTOR
Carol Ann, Jesus/God/Higher 
Spirits/greek gods and goddesses and 
buddha don't like it when people brag.

CAROL ANN
Well I'll just take these ten large 
Italian gallon jugs of wine over to 
the church one at a time.

PASTOR
Perfect, thank you Carol Ann. And 
thank you Mystic Mama for the wine.

MYSTIC MAMA
Anytime child, Mystic Mama is always 
at your service

Fx; door close

LIV
By the way Pastor, the water company 
called.

PASTOR
Well I hope you told them wat-ever 
they wanted to hear.

LIV
Well what they wanted to hear was the 
sound of me writing a check. And the 
only sound in our checking account is 
the echo off the empty walls.

PASTOR
Ah yes, the infamous checking account 
that Sharon cleared out.

LIV
Well what should I do if they call 
again?

PASTOR
Send them my way, I'll part the water 
company like Moses with the Red Sea.

JONATHAN
That sounds like my last weekend, I 
parted a few things with my staff.
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3 INT. SCONE CHURCH

ELIJAH
(singing)

Another day for a church service, what 
a beautiful Sunday it is, right before 
mass...

PASTOR
Elijah, I'm having a rough morning

ELIJAH
Oh no, why Pastor?

PASTOR
I told Carol Ann to put the wine on 
the back table, but she put it on the 
side table.

ELIJAH
We just have to be patient with 
her...we help keep her young and 
active.

PASTOR
How did she mess up the tables though?

Fx: pouring sound

ELIJAH
Well at least we got Mystic Mama's 
wine. Will we have enough wine for 
both the intro drink, the middle drink 
and the outro drink?

PASTOR
Oh absolutely, ten gallons should last 
us for the next three weeks.

fx; jingle to a bit later

PASTOR
Welcome to mass, take a sip from the 
cup.

Fx; sip from the cup.

PASTOR
Welcome to mass, take a sip from the 
cup
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Fx; sip from the cup

fx; jingle to a bit later

PASTOR
May all our parishoners come forward 
for another hearty sip from the 
communal wine!

fx; jingle to a bit later

PASTOR
Before we leave and depart, can we 
(hiccup) take another sip of (hiccup) 
wine?

fx; jingle to a bit later

4 INT. MYSTIC MAMA'S HOUSE

Fx: phone rings

MYSTIC MAMA
Oh good morning, de Mystic Mama is on 
the telephone...huh? What do you mean? 
...no, Mystic Mama gave you your ten 
gallons of deep red moonshine. Yeah, 
it's 180 proof. But the Italian spices 
taste real-a-good. You can't taste the 
liquor. Huh? It's wine?

fx; the phone drops

MYSTIC MAMA
I accdientially switched the church 
wine with da redneck moonshine! Mamma 
mia!

5 EXT. SCONE CHURCH

fx; bells are going off, people are walking to their cars.

PASTOR
Bye everyone, I fucking love you all 
so much. My heart is 
so...so...so...wide?

ELIJAH
Pastor...I... feel a little connected 
to GOD right now.
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PASTOR
I do too! I feel...enlighted, high, 
drunk on God's love.

JONATHAN
Or, we're all drunk.

ELIJAH
What do you mean?

JONATHAN
That wine was moonshine.

PASTOR
What?

JONATHAN
You guys couldn't tell? We drink this 
kind of moonshine all the time down at 
the redneck rough ass gay bar out of 
town.

ELIJAH
We were drinking straight liquor?

JONATHAN
First of all, liquor doesn't have an 
orientation. Second, duh! You've never 
had liquor before?

PASTOR
(burps)

I guess looking back I did think the 
wine was a bit strong.

JONATHAN
Well, anyway I'm going to go back to 
the rectory before I have to pick 
everyone up in the shuttle for the 
bake sale...

PASTOR
I just checked my phone...(burp) and 
Mystic Mama called me three times.

ELIJAH
(hysterical)

Call her back!

FX: phone rings
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ELIJAH
Are you calling her?

PASTOR
Yes!

Fx; phone ringing still

ELIJAH
Is she answering?

PASTOR
No!

Fx; phone clicks

MYSTIC MAMA
Pastor Jamie, child I got some bad 
news about de wine I gave you. I mixed 
it up with de moonshine.

PASTOR
I didn't know you made moonshine...but 
we already drank two jugs of the 
moonshine.

ELIJAH
Tell her we drank the moonshine

MYSTIC MAMA
Mystic Mama is a coming like a Vespa 
in the Italian countryside, I just got 
inside my Vespa...

PASTOR
Okay, we'll see you soon Mama.

Fx; phone clicks

PASTOR
Mystic Mama is coming in her Vespa.

ELIJAH
Vespa Mystic Mama

PASTOR
(Coughs in laughter)

Oh that's good

Fx; tire screech and a large thump, followed by a yelling 
Jonathan
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ELIJAH
That not good!

Fx; running and breathing sounds.

PASTOR
What happened?

JONATHAN
Denise was so drunk off the moonshine 
that she ran me over!

DENISE
Am I driving?

PASTOR
No wonder she didn't get re-elected as 
president of SCONIES...

JONATHAN
Um, Pastor there's more important 
things here like my BROKEN leg?

ELIJAH
(hyperventilating)

Oh my gosh, oh my gosh we're all 
DRUNK! EVERYONE Stop DO NOT DRIVE we 
gave you moonshine by accident oh my 
gosh, call 911 Jonathan is in pain and 
misery, I'm getting so worked up I 
just, I just, I just have to SING!!!!!

PASTOR
We'll take you down de street to de 
hospital, okay my little linguine?

JONATHAN
What?

PASTOR
I was pretending to be Mystic Mama. I 
can't believe you didn't get the 
reference.

JONATHAN
Focus! I need medical attention.

PASTOR
CAROL ANN! CAROL ANN!
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CAROL ANN
I'm right here!

PASTOR
I need you to direct traffic. 
Meanwhile is there anyone sober who 
can take Jonathan to the hospital.

LIV
I can, I didn't drink any wine.

Fx; Elijah and the Pastor both left out a scary scream.

ELIJAH
Oh my gosh! Where did SHE COME FROM?

PASTOR
You can't sneak up on us like that 
Olivia!

LIV
I've been here since Jonathan got ran 
over. Jonathan, can you at least stand 
up?

JONATHAN
If I can take a ten inch-

ELIJAH
(singing)

AHHH I don't want to hearrrr such 
smutttt...

Fx; jingle out

6 INT. SCONE RECTORY

ELIJAH
Well, four hours later we have our 
wine, traded away the moonshine and we 
got Jonathan in a cast.

JONATHAN
The doctor said I should be okay but 
he wants me to not work hard.

LIV
Well you already do that, so that 
shouldn't be a problem.
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JONATHAN
I was going to say 'bitch' but you're 
the only person who was sober enough 
to get me to the hospital.

PASTOR
I think people are finally starting to 
leave the parking lot...

LIV
Well wasn't Jonathan supposed to use 
the shuttle to collect the old people 
and their boozy bakes?s

PASTOR
(sighs)

He was. I suppose someone else will 
have to do it.

Fx; crickets chirping.

LIV
I'd do it but I've never driven the 
shuttle so I wouldn't know how to 
drive.

ELIJAH
I have a huge migraine from all that 
moonshine.

PASTOR
I have important financial paperwork 
that must be filed today or else.

CAROL ANN
Well I guess that leaves me...

LIV
Carol Ann I thought you haven't had 
your license since 1988?

CAROL ANN
Well if Jonathan acts as my backseat 
driver we should be okay.

PASTOR
I mean...it's not the worst last 
minute plan.

JONATHAN
I almost died once due to an old lady
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at the wheel so why not make it happen 
again?

CAROL ANN
Oh good let me get the keys.

Fx; keys jingle.

LIV
Are we really going to let this 
happen? She hasn't driven since like 
the first Star Wars movies came out. 
And they've made like a hundred of 
those movies since.

ELIJAH
Well it wouldn't be safe of me to 
drive with this migraine, would it?

PASTOR
And there won't be a shuttle unless I 
file these important finance papers.

LIV
Well I can't stand by and let this 
happen...oh wait, the shuttle is gone.

ELIJAH
See, if she didn't know how to drive 
the shuttle would still be there?

7 INT. VAN SHUTTLE

fx; road ambience

CAROL ANN
Wow, I forgot how fun it is to drive! 
I feel like a free woman!

JONATHAN
It's just driving, don't get so 
excited.

CAROL ANN
If only my husband Patrick could see 
me drive...he'd be so proud of me.

JONATHAN
He'd be proud? Y'all don't get out 
much do you?
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CAROL ANN
What does this douhickey do?

JONATHAN
You mean the cup holder?

CAROL ANN
Cars hold cups? Wow that's amazing.

JONATHAN
We got to get you outside more Carol 
Ann.

CAROL ANN
So who is first on our pick up list?

JONATHAN
We're picking up Susanne and her 
Chocolate Chip Vodka Cookies.

CAROL ANN
Those sound magical. How do I make a 
turn?

JONATHAN
Just turn the wheel?

CAROL ANN
Like this?

Fx; sharp turn skid

JONATHAN
Jesus, I said turn the wheel Carol Ann 
not spin the wheel in a three-sixty.

CAROL ANN
Gotcha...I do I put on the flash 
lights?

JONATHAN
The flash lights?

CAROL ANN
Like the lights you put on that flash.

JONATHAN
The headlights? The brake lights? The 
hazard ligths?
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CAROL ANN
Yes, the hazard lights.

JONATHAN
Don't put them on now, you're still 
driving...

CAROL ANN
Oh no, there's a squirrel!

JONATHAN
Don't worry, you won't hit him.

CAROL ANN
Oh my goodness I need to brake the 
vehicle, how do I brake?

JONATHAN
Just hit the brake.

CAROL ANN
This button?

Fx; the window wipers go

JONATHAN
NO that's the wipers.

CAROL ANN
We're gonna hit the squirrel!

JONATHAN
Because you're swerving Carol Ann 
you're SWERVING!

Fx; large crunch

CAROL ANN
God bless that squirrel's soul.

JONATHAN
Can we just get Susanne and her 
Chocolate Chip Vodka Cookies?

CAROL ANN
Where's her house?

JONATHAN
Oh wait...you passed it. We'll have to 
circle the block.
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CAROL ANN
I'll just do an A-turn.

JONATHAN
An A-turn?

CAROL ANN
One second Johnathan...let me but on 
the beeper.

fx; beeper goes off to indicate they are backing up. cars 
start honking, and slowly crescendo.

JONATHAN
I'll just text Pastor Sophie and tell 
her to cancel the bake sale.

8 INT. SCONE RECTORY

PASTOR
Liv, Elijah! We have an emergency!

LIV
What is it?

PASTOR
Apparently it's going to take Jonathan 
and Carol Ann forever to get the 
pastries and old people.

ELIJAH
Oh no! Where are they at?

PASTOR
They're on the next street over. They 
haven't gotten any of the goods or the 
old people...apparently Carol Ann is 
doing an A-turn in the middle of the 
street.

LIV
An A-Turn?

PASTOR
I guess it's like when you angle the 
car slightly and then back it up 
before doing like a three-point 
turn...I dunno.

ELIJAH
Well what are we going to do?
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PASTOR
Well we need to act fast. The three of 
us need to round up the old people and 
their baked goods.

LIV
The AA meeting is tonight as well 
though...should I tell Ginger to use 
the church while the bake sale happens 
in the church hall?

ELIJAH
Yes, Ginger and the AA members can 
pray away in the church while the 
boozey baked goods are in the 
basement.

PASTOR
Okay, we got to go!

9 INT. VAN SHUTTLE

JONATHAN
Carol Ann, a stop sign means that we 
have to STOP, not sit still for a half-
minute.

CAROL ANN
I was told a stop sign means a ten 
second stop.

JONATHAN
Officially it's supposed to be three, 
but these days you get away with a one 
second slow down roll and go.

CAROL ANN
Roll and go...got it.

Fx; phone rings

JONATHAN
Hello?

PASTOR
It's me, the Pastor

JONATHAN
Yeah I know, that's why I answered the 
call. I don't answer random numbers.
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PASTOR
Where are you guys?

JONATHAN
We just picked up Susanne and her 
Chocolate Chip Vodka Cookies.

Fx; crazy driving sounds

SUSANNE
(worried
)

I might die on this bus.

JONATHAN
(whispering
)

She's so dramatic. But she's right, we 
might die on this bus.

PASTOR
How many more people can you pick up?

JONATHAN
Let's see...it's three o'clock and the 
bake sale is at six o'clock and we've 
been on the road for like a half-
hour...so maybe...mmm, another five 
people?

PASTOR
Just keep Carol Ann on the road, I 
don't want you guys to end up on the 
front page.

JONATHAN
Honey I'm too good to be in the 
newspaper. I want my face on CNN, you 
hear?

Fx; phone hangs up.

JONATHAN
Alright, Carol Ann I need you to turn 
on Burns Road.

CAROL ANN
Fern Road?

JONATHAN
No, BURNS road?
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CAROL ANN
Burn? Is the shuttle on fire?

JONATHAN
(under his breath
)

Nope but I'm going to let myself on 
fire.

SUSANNE
I can just walk to the church hall, 
we're only five blocks away.

JONATHAN
How strong are your vodka cookies?

10 INT. PASTOR SOPHIE'S CAR

PASTOR
Hello Garfield, I'm here to pick you 
and your boozy baked goods.

GARFIELD
Where's the shuttle?

PASTOR
We had to come up with some alternate 
travel options for the day. What did 
you make?

GARFIELD
I made some donuts which have whiskey 
and bourbon in them. The frosting is a 
whipped vodka frosting.

PASTOR
Wow, and I thought the moonshine was 
powerful.

fx; phone rings.

PASTOR
Pastor Sophie of the Society of the 
Children of the Natural Earth, this is 
Pastor Sophie.

GINGER AA LEADER
Hey it's Ginger, the Ginger who runs 
the AA meeting.
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PASTOR
Noted, not the Ginger who is part of 
the pagan club.

GINGER AA LEADER
I think the receptionist told me that 
I'm in the church tonight, is that 
right?

PASTOR
Yes you are!

GARFIELD
I don't like being driven around by 
someone who is on the phone.

GINGER AA LEADER
Alright...well, I'll go set up. I have 
to grab a cart, I made some desserts 
for the AA members.

PASTOR
Oh that's excellent! We'll catch up 
soon Ginger who runs the AA meetings.

fx; phone beep to indicate the call is over.

GARFIELD
Pastor, get off the phone.

PASTOR
I'm off the phone now!

GARFIELD
I hate when peopel drive with phones.

PASTOR
Oh, do you also hate Mondays Garfield?

fx; crickets

GARFIELD
I think I'm going to have one of my 
donuts

fx; wax paper rustling.

PASTOR
And here's Gladys' house...
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GLADYS
Don't drive on the lawn Pastor, this 
grass just got treated.

fx; van door slides open

PASTOR
Gladys, where are your bake sale 
goods?

GLADYS
Pastor, I'm what we call a big 
spender. I come to bake sales and buy 
stock, I'm not like Garfield here who 
makes crappy cookies that even Giant 
Eagle wouldn't sell.

GARFIELD
Hey, I bought these at Giant Eagle...

PASTOR
Okay, well as long as you promise to 
buy baked goods, I'll drive you to the 
church.

GLADYS
I brought this crisp twenty dollar 
bill for a reason Pastor Jamie. Now 
chop chop, let's roll...

11 EXT. SCONE PARKING LOT / SCONE CHURCH FOYER

JONATHAN
Finally, back at the church. Carol Ann 
never has to drive again.

CAROL ANN
Can you go get me a cart for all these 
goodies?

JONATHAN
Yup...

SUSANNE
Thanks for the um...the ride Carol 
Ann.

CAROL ANN
Absolutely, anything for the members 
of SCONE.
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fx; Jonathan opens the door to the church and finds a cart 
filled with food.

JONATHAN
Oh, look at all these baked goods, I 
better get them downstairs and then 
I'll grab a second cart...

fx; Jonathan wheels the cart to the elevator and goes 
downstairs

12 INT. SCONE CHURCH

GINGER
Good evening Cheryl...hopefully we 
avoiding temptations this week?

CHERYL
I only did three sexual favors for 
booze this week.

GINGER
That's great, we're down from 8! Take 
a seat honey...Charles?

CHARLES
Yes AA leader Ginger?

GINGER
Just call me Ginger

CHARLES
But there's the other Ginger, I don't 
want to confuse you two.

GINGER
The other Ginger isn't here. She's 
just part of the SCONE pagan club.

CHARLES
Oh okay.

GINGER
Can you do me a favor? I have a cart 
of snacks for everyone in the foyer, 
can you bring that into the church for 
me?

CHARLES
Yes ma'ma.
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13 EXT. SCONE PARKING LOT / SCONE CHURCH FOYER

JONATHAN
Here's an empty cart for all the 
boozey goods.

fx; Carol Ann heaving desserts

CAROL ANN
Oh good we can load up the goods.

JONATHAN
I'm going to go get my magazine in the 
rectory, ok?

CAROL ANN
Sounds good to me! I think I got all 
our yummy boozy desserts on the cart. 
I'll just wheel it inside.

fx; door opens to the foyer.

CHARLES
Oh are these the baked goods?

CAROL ANN
Yes they are!

CHARLES
I can take those to the meeting.

CAROL ANN
Oh thank you so much for your help! 
See you soon.

fx; cart wheels off

14 EXT. SCONE PARKING LOT

fx; a couple car doors open and slam

PASTOR
I think we got everyone.

ELIJAH
I just did ten rounds with three old 
people each round...that should be 
enough to fill the church hall.
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GARFIELD
(whispering
)

Katherine, don't ever drive with the 
Pastor, she answers calls while 
driving

BARBARA
I'm not Katherine I'm Barbara.

GARFIELD
I don't care what your name is! Don't 
drive with the pastor, she'll kill 
you.

fx; foosteps

LIV
Well hopefully everything looks pretty 
for the bake sale.

fx; doors open

PASTOR
This looks beautiful. I need a boozy 
snack immediately.

GLADYS
But where is the straight up booze?

LIV
You want a drink? We don't have like 
long islands. Just baked goods with 
booze.

GLADYS
This...is just disrespctful. How dare 
they try and mix beautiful tasty 
liquors with their filthy baked goods. 
It's offensive to alcohol. I thought 
at least I could get a shot or 
ten...I'm calling my grandson, Mario. 
He can pick me up from this mess...

fx; phone

GLADYS
Sweetie it's Grandma. Remember that 
time I helped you get rid of evidence? 
Yeah, well I need you to do me a favor 
this time...
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fx; walking and approach

PASTOR
Lillith, what do you have here?

LILLITH
I made margarita cookies with a 
delicious curaco frosting

PASTOR
Instead of taking you to church, 
you're going to take me to islands!

Pastor reaches for the cookie and bites into it.

PASTOR
Weird, this tastes like a pistacho 
cookie.

LILLITH
I thought it was weird that they 
didn't have the curaco frosting.

fx; muttering builds up

DOROTHEA
I don't see my beer battered fried 
oreos with strawberry liquor!

PIPPY
Did anyone see my brownies with 
southern comfort?

DENISE
Oh dear, what happened to my coconut 
cream cake with rum, spiked coconut 
shards, vodka whipped mereignue, gin 
sugar topping with a tequila graham 
cracker?

ELIJAH
Uh...we're missing some boozy goods 
Pastor Sophie.

PASTOR
Well where could they have gone? 
Especially Denise's cake, we need to 
specifcially look for that cake.

fx; muttered and muffled shouting and thumps come from above 
in the church
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ELIJAH
I hear ruckus going on upstairs! We 
need to investigate pastor, I just got 
the microphones lined up perfectly for 
the choir.

fx; hurried footsteps and an open door

fx; gasps

PASTOR
The AA members are running lose!

ELIJAH
Those two people are making out on my 
piano!

PASTOR
Oh my gosh there's 
onetwothreefourfivesixseveneightninet
en ELEVEN chairs knocked over, ELEVEN! 
GINGER!

PAGAN CLUB GINGER
Yus?

PASTOR
Not you Ginger in the Pagan Club. 
Ginger who runs the AA meetings!!

GINGER AA LEADER
Pastor! I don't know what's happened?

ELIJAH
We need Mystic Mama for another 
exorcisim...oh my gosh, GET OFF THAT 
ORGAN, IT COST US TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS

LIV
That seems way too cheap for an organ.

ELIJAH
We got it from a clearnece auction 
from a cult that went under.

PASTOR
Ginger who runs the AA meetings, 
explain what's happening!

CHARLES
You (burp) can't tell? We're fuckin'
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wasted!

ELIJAH
The AA members are wasted? How coudl 
this have happened?

DENISE
Pastor, right over there on that cart! 
There's my my coconut cream cake 
withrum, spiked coconut shards, vodka 
whipped mereignue, gin sugar 
toppingwith a tequila graham cracker!

PASTOR
Oh my gosh some of the boozy bake sale 
snakcs got up here? Ginger how could 
you?

PAGAN CLUB GINGER
(munching)

Oh, I thought we could eat the boozy 
bake sale goodies up here.

PASTOR
Pagan Ginger I swear to GOD-

GINGER AA LEADER
Oh my gosh, this is terrible...I'm 
such a bad AA leader!

PASTOR
Everyone listen up...

LIV
Pastor, that's not going to work, 
these people are drunk.

ELIJAH
Oh I know what's going to work...

DENISE
Maybe I can help with my coconut cream 
cake withrum with spiked coconut 
shards--

LIV
We don't need to hear the whole cake 
recipie, we know you made it strong 
Denise.
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ELIJAH
This will get everyone's attention.

fx; blaring microphone feedback, screams from everyone in the 
church.

ELIJAH
Pastor, I think it's time for a little 
intervention.

PASTOR
I think you're right.

fx; pastor coughs

PASTOR
We had a lot of experiences with 
alochol today and what did we learn?

GARFIELD
That you shouldn't call people on the 
phone while you drive?

PAGAN CLUB GINGER
There's two different Gingers.

CAROL ANN
I probably shouldn't drive given that 
the last time I drove Russia was the 
Soviet Union?

DOROTHEA
Was the lesson that by having a boozy 
bake sale we were encouraging vice 
over value?

CHARLES
I learned...that...booze...well, it's 
bad for me (burp).

LIV
That maybe Mystic Mama should label 
her wine and moonshine properly?

CHERYL
(slurring
)

Did we learn that maybe it's not worth 
doing sexual favors for booze? Maybe 
save them for hard drugs, not that I 
need that...
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DENISE
I learned that I shouldn't drive when 
I'm feeling drunk.

JONATHAN
I learned Carol Ann will have to do 
some of the physical attributes of my 
job due to my cast.

ELIJAH
Well I learned that maybe we shouldn't 
have a boozy bake sale the same day we 
have AA.

PASTOR
Those are great lessons...but I think 
I was going to say something about 
booze...like that it's not good for 
you. But then I looked at Denise's 
cake...and I think the lesson is we 
need to proper label the food we bring 
to church

GINGER AA LEADER
I learned that I failed my AA group 
today...I'm a failure.

PASTOR
Ginger, I know what's going to hit the 
spot...Denise's coconut cream cake 
withrum, spiked coconut shards, vodka 
whipped mereignue, gin sugar 
toppingwith a tequila graham cracker?

GINGER AA LEADER
I'm an alcoholic.

PASTOR
Wait the leaders of AA are addcits 
too? Huh, the more you know.

fx; OUTRO music, credits


